
MARINA RULES
All guests must comply with following rules:

1) Not to throw waste of any kind over board, leaving no waste of any kind on the yacht or in the area of the 
marina, to dump waste in designated for that purpose bins.

2) Not to carry advertising or other campaigns, at or in the area of the marina, without the prior written permission 
of "Marina Sozopol."

3) Not to exercise, at or in the area of the marina, professional activity related to yachts, including brokering or 
any other activity related to the yacht business, and not to use the address of the marina for business purposes 
without the prior written permission of "Marina Sozopol."

4) Not to store, at or in the area of the marina, food stocks, accessories, waste and other materials, not to build 
lockable or any other structures in the marina.

5) Not to paint, scrap or repair mechanisms in the area of the marina. Size and degree of repair and/or mainte-
nance to be carried out will be permitted at the discretion of "Marina Sozopol" in each case.

6) Not to clean and/or dispose the toilet tanks of the boat in the area of the marina.

7) Not to dump oil, flammable or other liquids in the area of the marina.

8) It is permitted in the marina only fueled by propane, properly installed marine barbecue. All other types of 
grills/barbecue with open fire are prohibited for use in the area of the marina.

9) The creation of noise must be minimized at all times and every tourist should have reasonable discretion in the 
use of generators, machinery, radio, etc. not to violate public order and tranquility of others.

10) To comply with the prohibition of swimming and diving in the waters of the marina and breakwater.

11) Young children should be accompanied by an adult at all times and must wear a life jacket when near 
water.

12) Not to dry/hung laundry on yachts, marina, pier or other structures located in the area of the marina.

13) All motorboats must use the power no greater than that specified when they enter or leave the marina. In the 
area of the marina, including access routes all boats must move at a speed of not more than 3 miles per hour.

14) To ensure the mooring lines in good condition and use them so as to secure the vessel in meeting versatile 
conditions. "Marina Sozopol" has no obligation to check the ropes of the yachts tied to harbor and is not liable for 
damages resulting from the breaking of the ropes.

15) To ensure the necessary number of protective fenders in good condition and use them so as to secure the 
vessel in meeting versatile conditions.

16) To comply with the ban on the deployment of additional service boats, rubber boats (dinghies) on pontoons 
or piers. They can be stored on the boats or in water in the vicinity of boats since it does not interfere with the 
safety and freedom of movement of the adjacent vessels.


